Abstract. A widely used approach to parameter identi cation is the output least-squares formulation.
Introduction.
In this paper we analyze temporal discretizations of the costate method for computing gradients in the output least-squares approach to parameter estimation. This analysis applies to initial value problems of the form _ u(t) = A(q) u(t) + f(t); 0 < t < t F ; (1.1) u(0) = 0: Here A(q) is a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H, and the inner product on H is denoted h ; i H . The dot over u indicates di erentiation with respect to t. We will refer to u as the state variable and to (1.1) as the state equation. We assume q lies in set Q AD of admissible parameters contained in a normed linear \parameter" space Q. Throughout the paper we assume that the map q 7 ! A(q) is Gateaux di erentiable in the operator norm.
In applications of interest, (1.1) is a nite dimensional (i.e., dim(H) < 1) approximation of a time-dependent PDE. An important example is the di usion equation @u
In these situations, dim(H) can be arbitrarily large.
In general we assume that the solution u lies in the \state space" H = L 2 (0; t F ; H);
which is a Hilbert space with inner product hh f; g ii H = Z t F 0 hf(t); g(t)i H dt: (1.3) As in Banks and Kunish 3], we assume the existence of an \observation space" Z, which is a Hilbert space with inner product hh ; ii Z , and an \observation operator" C : H ! Z:
Given an observation z of u, one wishes to estimate the parameter q. In the output leastsquares approach to parameter estimation, q 2 Q AD is selected to minimize the functional T (q) def = 1 2 jjCu(q) ? zjj 2 Z + 2 N 2 (q) (1.4) where u(q) is the solution to (1.1). Here the scalar is a positive regularization parameter and N 2 (q) is a regularization functional, whose purpose is to stabilize the minimization. Usually, N(q) is a norm or seminorm on Q.
Computational methods to minimize T (q) typically require gradients or gradient approximations. For example, assuming a discretization of the parameter of the form q = nq X i=1q i i ; one often (see, for example, 3, Section V.6]) approximates the components of the gradient using nite di erences, e.g., rT (q)] i T (q + i ) ? T (q) ; (1.5) for a small scalar. Note that in the limit as ! 0, the i th component of rT (q) is the directional (i.e., Gateaux) derivative of T (q) in the direction i . When dim(H) and n q are large, gradient approximations based directly on (1.5) are extremely expensive, requiring n q + 1 evaluations of the functional T , and hence, n q + 1 solutions of the evolution equation (1.1) . An attractive alternative is the costate approach 3, Section V.5], 7], which is described in its continuous form in Section 2. In sharp contrast to the (n q +1) state equation solutions needed for the nite di erence method (1.5), the costate method requires the solution of only two evolution equations, the state equation and the \costate" or \adjoint" equation, followed by n q H-inner products.
Unfortunately, computational experience with adjoint approximations in parameter estimation for certain evolution equations has been puzzlingly disappointing. For example, the authors of 4] concluded that this approach was unsatisfactory because \: : : it was extremely di cult to obtain accurate search directions with gradients computed in this manner". Also, in 2] authors the suggest costate method for a certain class of damped elastic systems and explain how it may facilitate the e cient use of gradient-based methods such as conjugate gradients or BFGS. They also report having used it in some of their numerical experiments. However, in none of the speci c examples upon which they report did they use this method. Subsequent private communication with two of the authors revealed that they encountered unexpected di culty with the costate approach. Later commenting on this, in 1] Banks states that \: : : we experienced so much di culty with the costate based gradient methods that we abandoned them : : :".
Similar di culties have been encountered in optimal control settings. In 5], which dealt with computational methods for control systems governed by delay di erential equations, the authors observed that certain spline approximations to the solution of operator Ricatti equations failed to converge strongly. In a subsequent work 6] it was carefully shown that the underlying di culty was lack of strong convergence of the adjoint approximations.
In this paper we focus on the temporal discretizations of the costate system in leastsquares parameter estimation. Since the costate method of computing rT (q) requires the solution of two evolution equations plus n q inner products, two important components of any numerical scheme for approximating the gradient are (a) the scheme for approximating the solution of the evolution equations (which we assume is a time-marching scheme), and (b) the numerical quadrature scheme. If both of these are, say, th -order accurate, then one would reasonably hope to attain th -order convergence of the gradient approximations.
However, if the observation operator C involves pointwise evaluation in time, then certain subtleties arise and one may observe unexpectedly poor convergence of the gradient approximations. Perhaps the most striking examples which we present below involve the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) time-marching scheme. We show that if RK4 is used in conjunction with Simpon's rule (which is fourth-order) for numerical quadrature, then the gradient approximations fail altogether to converge. We show that in fact these RK4/Simpson's approximations converge with second-order accuracy to the (3=2) times the true gradient! And more positively but perhaps equally surprisingly, we prove that RK4 together with the second-order accurate \trapezoidal" quadrature rule yields fourth-order convergence!
The underlying reason for these strange phenomena is that when C involves pointwise evaluation in time, the costate equation is an evolution equation with Dirac-delta functions in the forcing term. For this reason, the costate approximate solutions do not converge strongly. However, in some cases they do exhibit high-order convergence in the weak topology of the dual space of C . These considerations are similar in spirit to the work reported in 6]. In the introduction of that paper, the authors state \We feel that many distributed parameter control systems are such that`standard' : : :schemes might lead to numerical di culties" when used in optimization schemes, and \we hope that the reader will be motivated to think about similar problems for more complex distributed parameter systems". While that paper addresses the optimal control problem, it is nonetheless relevant to us to the extent that output least-squares parameter estimation is mathematically similar to optimal control. 3 Banks 1] has suggested that non-convergence of costate approximations can also occur in parameter estimation because of a lack of convergence of the spatial discretization. For example, in systems such as (1.2), one must discretize with respect to each component of x as well as with respect to t. Then a result needed for the costate approximations is essentially weak convergence the dual semigroups. These considerations suggest directions for future work, but we do not pursue them here.
In Section 2 we discuss the costate method for the continuous problem, apart from any temporal approximations. In Section 3 we introduce a fairly wide class of time-marching schemes for (1.1) and a corresponding costate approximation scheme. We then analyze these approximations in some detail, making certain assumptions about the properties of the timemarching scheme, the observation operator, and the various operator discretizations. Section 4 contains some numerical examples which illustrate the results of the analysis. In section 5, several alternative approaches which avoid the di culties mentioned above are presented. Conclusions of this work are discussed in Section 6. where u = u(t; q) solves the state equation _ u(t) = A(q)u(t) + f(t); 0 < t < t F ; (2.2) u(0) = 0:
Since the gradient of T(q) can be obtained by computing directional derivatives, we focus throughout on the computation of the directional derivative of T at q in the direction p. This is given by p T(q) def = lim !0 T(q + p) ? T(q) : (2. 3)
The residual is de ned by r = Cu ? z; (2.4) and hence, p T(q) = hh r; C p u ii Z : (2.5) The solution u = u(q) to (2.2) is given in terms of the \solution operator" S(q) by The di erential equation which y satis es is ? _ y(t) = A (q)y(t) + (C r)(t); 0 < t < t F ; y(t F ) = 0: Since this equation has a nal condition instead of an initial condition, it is useful to note that it is equivalent to _ y = A (q)ŷ + J(C r); (2.9)ŷ (0) = 0; y = Jŷ:
Here J is the \time reversal" operator on H de ned by (Jf)(t) = f(t F ? t): (2. 10)
The costate approach to computing rT(q) then consists of the following four steps.
The Continuous Costate Method: For a given n, let t n = ft n k g n k=0 ; 0 = t n 0 < t n 1 < : : : < t n n = t F denote a speci ed mesh on 0; t F ], and de ne h k def = t n k+1 ? t n k . For later use in the discussions of asymptotic rates of convergence, we de ne
Also, let u n = fu n k g n k=0 , where u n k is the approximation to the state variable u at t n k which is obtained using a particular tms with this mesh. If we denote ff(t n k )g by f n , then we may express this approximation by u n (q) tms(t n ; A(q); f n ):
This approximation is then used in a minimization scheme for T (q) in the parameter estimation problem. Corresponding to the continuous least-squares functional in (2.1), de ne T n (q) = 1 2 jjC n u n ? z n jj 2 Z n :
Here z n , Z n , and C n are discretizations of z, Z, and C which are discussed in detail below. If the minimization scheme requires directional derivatives (i.e., gradients), then a seemingly natural approach ( 3, Section V.5]) which we call the \discretized costate approximation", based on an obvious discretization of the continuous costate method, suggests itself:
The Discretized Costate Approximation:
(i) Compute u n (q) by u n (q) tms(t n ; A(q); f n ):
(ii) Compute the residual r n = C n u n (q) ? z n . 6 (iii) Compute y n byt n J n (t F ? t n ); y n tms(t n ; A (q); J n (C ) n r n ); (3.2) y n J nỹn :
Here, J n is the approximation of J (c.f. (2.10)) given by J n f n ] k = f n n?k (3.3) and (C ) n is an approximation to the adjoint of C : H ! Z.
(iv) Approximate directional derivatives in directions p by p T(q) g p T n def = hh y n ; ( p A(q))u n (q) ii H n :
Here, hh ; ii H n is a discretization of the continuous inner product (1.3).
The convergence of g p T n to p T n depends on factors such as the convergence of the time marching scheme tms on the forward problem, the convergence of approximations C n to the observation operator C, and convergence of the discrete inner products hh ; ii H n and hh ; ii Z n to the continuous inner products hh ; ii H and hh ; ii Z , respectively. To carry out a convergence analysis, we rst carefully state the discrete version of the problem.
De ne H n by
For f 2 C( 0; t F ]; H), we de ne P n f 2 H n by P n f] k = f(t n k ); (3.5) and for f n = ff n k g n k=0 and g n = fg n k g n k=0 in H n , the inner product is hh f n ; g n ii H n def = n X k=0 w n k hf n k ; g n k i H (3.6) where fw n k g n k=0 is a given sequence of weights. The purpose of these weights is to facilitate de nition of hh ; ii H n in such a way that it well-approximates hh ; ii H . Accordingly, we assume, essentially without loss of generality, that there exists an M 1 < 1 independent of n, for which n X k=0 w n k M 1 :
This forms the basis for the following lemma: Lemma 1. If a sequence ff n g 2 H n has the property that for some constant > 0,
This inner product will be used below in adjoint computations. The two inner products are related by hh f n ; g n ii H n = hh W n f n ; g n ii E n (3.9)
= hh f n ; W n g n ii E n ; where W n is the diagonal operator on H n de ned by W n f] k = w n k f n k : We assume that the time marching scheme tms is of the form u n = S n (q)R n (q)P n f; (3.10) where S n (q) is de ned by recursion, for g 2 H n , by
for some bounded operator B k (q). Expressed in terms of components, u n k+1 = B k (q)u n k + h k R n (q)P n f] k ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1:
See Section 4 below for speci c examples.
We make the following assumptions on the tms:
(A1) The tms is stable 10], i.e., there exists M 2 > 0 such that for 0 j n,
The terms in this product are ordered from left to right with decreasing indices.
(A2) For Proof: De ning " n k def = u n k (q) ? u(t n k ; q) = u n k (q) ? P n u(q)] k and using (A2){(A4), (2.2), and (3.12) one obtains " n k+1 = B k (q) " n k + O(jhj +1 ):
From this one can use (A1) and induction to show that
The theorem now follows from Lemma 1.
3.2. The Rate of Convergence of the Gradients. We now address the convergence of the (state) directional derivative approximations p T n to p T. The results obtained in this subsection will later be used in proving convergence of the discrete costate approximations g p T n to p T.
We assume the existence of operators Q n : Z ! Z n , for which z n = Q n z: (3.14)
Also, note that C n : H n ! Z n . We make the following assumptions on the relationships between Q n , C n , and the inner product approximations.
(A5) For ; 2 C ( 0; t F ]; Z), hh Q n ; Q n ii Z n ? hh ; ii Z = O(jhj ):
We now consider the convergence of the directional derivatives. From (2.5) and (3.1), p T n (q) ? p T(q) = hh r n ; C n p u n (q) ii Z n ? hh r; C p u(q) ii Z (3.15) = e 1 + e 2 + e 3 ;
where e 1 = hh r n ? Q n r; C n p u n (q) ii Z n (3.16) e 2 = hh Q n r; C n p u n (q) ? Q n C p u(q) ii Z n (3.17) e 3 = hh Q n r; Q n C p u(q) ii Z n ? hh r; C p u(q) ii Z (3.18)
If (A6) holds, the rate of convergence of e 1 is directly determined by the rate of convergence of solutions to the forward problem, while that of e 3 is assured under (A5). The rate convergence of e 2 is determined by how fast k p u n k (q) ? P n p u(q)k H n ?! 0: 9 Taking directional derivatives in the component form of the recursion (3.12),
On the other hand, u(t n k+1 ) = e Ah k u(t n k ) + Z h k 0 e As f(t n k+1 ? s) ds;
so taking directional derivatives gives We then obtain the following analogue of Theorem 1. The integral term in the above inequality is bounded independently of j as a consequence of assumption (A4'). kC n p u n k Z n kC n u n ? Q n Cuk Z n kC n kk p u n k H n (kC n kku n ? P n uk H n + k(C n P n ? Q n C)uk Z n ) :
The rst term within the above parentheses is O(jhj ) by Theorem 1, while the second is O(jhj ) by (A6). The k p u n k H n are bounded by Theorem 2. Consequently, je 1 j = O(jhj ).
Similarly, from equation (3.17), Theorem 2, and assumption (A6), je 2 j (kQ n Cuk Z n + kz n k Z n ) (kC n kk p u n ? P n p uk H n + k(C n P n ? Q n C) p uk Z n ) = O(jhj ): Finally, from (3.18) and (A5), je 3 j = O(jhj ).
3.3. Continuous-time versus Discrete-time observations. In the following subsection we analyse the convergence of the costate approximations. In this subsection, we make some preliminary considerations toward that end, leading to a speci cation of two distinct classes of observation operators C.
For brevity of notation, we set def = ( p A)u 2 H; (3.22) n def = ( p A)u n 2 H n : From (2.11) and (3.4) one obtains g p T n ? p T = hh y n ; n ? P n ii H n + hh y n ; P n ii H n ? hh y; ii H def = E 1 + E 2 : (3.23)
As a consequence of Theorem 1, the boundedness of p A, and the fact that operators p A and P n commute, we have k n ? P n k H n = O(jhj ):
If the sequence fky n k H n g is bounded, then Schwartz's Inequality and (3.24) imply that jE 1 j = O(jhj ). But fky n k H n g is bounded if jE 2 j ! 0. Hence, the rate of convergence of the costate approximations to the directional derivatives depends on the rate at which E 2 ! 0.
From (2.9) we see that y = JS ( ) JC r; (3.25) where the operator S ( ) : H ! H has a representation (S ( ) g)(t) = Z t 0 e A(q) s g(t ? s) ds:
Similarly, from (3.2) y n = J n S n ( ) R n ( ) J n (C ) n r n :
Here, S n ( ) and R n ( ) are the operators which are obtained if A is replaced by A (q) in the formation of S n and R n ; c.f. (3.10){(3.11). The operator (C ) n : Z n ! H n is an approximation to the adjoint of C : H ! Z. For now we select (C ) n = (C n ) ; the adjoint of the operator C n : H n ! Z n . A di erent choice might be made on the basis of the discussion in Section 5 below.
Since the costate vector y is given in terms of an evolution equation with C r as the source term (and a similar statement is true for the approximations), we nd it convenient to specify C further. This facilitates analysis of the convergence of jE 2 j. It commonly happens in applications that C inherits a type of tensor-product structure from the state space H = L 2 (0; t F ; H). In particular, we assume the existence of a bounded \spatial observation operator" C : H 7 ! Z; (3.27) where Z is a Hilbert space related to Z as descibed below. We distinguish two cases which are of practical importance.
Observations continuous in time:
In this rst case, the observation operator C is \con-tinuous in time". It is de ned in terms of a space Z and a bounded operator C : H 7 ! Z which acts at each t by (Cu)(t) = Cu( ; t) 2 Z; 0 t t F :
In this case, Z = C((0; t F ); Z); Z n = n O k=0 Z; 12 and C n : H n ! Z n is de ned by C n f n ] k = Cf n k ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n: (3.28) In addition, we de ne Q n and the inner product approximation in a manner analogous to (3.5) and (3.6):
Q n ] k = (t n k ); k = 0; 1; : : : ; n; and hh n ; n ii Z n = n X k=0 w n k h n k ; n k i Z :
Note that in this case, the validity of assumption (A5) is determined by the quadrature weights w n k , which also determine the accuracy by which hh ; ii H n approximates hh ; ii H . Assumption (A6) is trivially satis ed in this case since C n P n = Q n C.
From (3.28) and the de nition of the adjoint, C r](t) = C r(t); 0 t t F ; (C n ) r n ] k = C r n k ; 0 k n: The residuals r and r n appearing here are given by r(t) = Cu(t) ? z(t); r n k = Cu n k ? z(t n k ): Observations discrete in time: In the second case we assume that the observation operator C consists of some spatial observations taken at m discrete points i ; i = 1; : : :; m in time. Accordingly, we assume a discrete observation space Z of the form
For simplicity we assume that, given the set of temporal observation points f i g, the time-marching grid t n is always chosen so that f i g t n , so that there is always an injective map : f1; 2; : : : ; mg 7 ! f0; 1; 2; : : : ; ng such that for f 2 C((0; t F ]; H) H and f n 2 H n , Cf] i def = Cf(t n (i) ); (3.29) C n f n ] i def = Cf n (i) : (3.30) In this case, since the observation space is already discrete, we de ne Z n = Z; Q n = I = the identity on Z; In this case, assumption (A5) is always true since Z n = Z. Also, (A6) is always true since, as in the continuous-time observation case, C n P n = Q n C. (This is true since we have assumed that f i g t n .) From (3.29) and the de nition of the adjoint, we nd that C : Z 7 ! H is given, for r = fr i g m i=1 2 Z, by
C r i (t ? i ); 0 t t F ; (3.32) where ( ) denotes the Dirac delta function. The discrete analogue of (3.32) is
where ;k denotes the Kronecker delta function for integer pairs. Proof: From (3.25) and (3.25), ky n ? P n yk H n kJ n kkS n ( ) R n ( ) kkJ n (C n ) r n ? P n JC rk H n +k(J n S n ( ) R n ( ) P n ? P n JS ( ) )JC rk H n : (3.34) Note that J, C, and C each preserve smoothness with respect to t. From the smoothness of z and the smoothness of u (which follows from (A4)), JC r 2 C +1 ( 0; t F ]; H). Applying Theorem 1 with JC r in place of the forcing function f and A in place of A, and noting that P n J = J n P n ; (3.35) kJ n k = 1; (3.36) the last term in (3.34) is O(jhj ). Also, by (A1) and (A3), kS n ( ) R n ( ) k is bounded independently of n. From (3.35) and (3.36), it su ces to show k(C n ) r n ? P n C rk H n = O(jhj ):
The
14 But (C n ) r n ] k ? P n C r] k = C C(u n k ? u(t n k )), so this follows from There are seemingly natural situations in which this weak convergence does not apply, and a number of subtleties arise in our exploration of these matters. These are discussed shortly. There is, however, one class of problems which we fully analyze here. It covers a variety of second-order methods with uniform meshes t n . . This leads us to the study of hh y n ; P n ii H n . From (3.26), we see that hh y n ; P n ii H n = hh J n S n ( ) R n ( ) J n (C ) n r n ; P n ii H n (3.42)
We shall take adjoints in the inner product on the right side of this equation, and the main e ort in this proof lies in the subsequent simpli cation. In particular, our goal is to show that hh J n S n ( ) R n ( ) J n (C ) n r n ; P n ii H n = hh r n ; C n S n R n P n ii Z : (3.43) We now proceed with the details. First note from (3.9) that hh y n ; P n ii H n = hh W n y n ; P n ii E n :
But since P n ] 0 = (0) = 0 and y n ] n = 0, from condition (e) above we obtain hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh y n ; P n ii E n : (3.44) Referring to (3.42) and (3.44) and noting that J n J n equals the identity, we obtain hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh J n S n ( ) J n J n R n ( ) J n (C n ) r n ; P n ii E n = hhh (C n ) r n ; J n R n ( ) J n T J n S n ( ) J n T P n ii E n = hhh (C n ) r n ; J n (R n ( ) ) T J n J n (S n ( ) ) T J n P n ii E n ; (3.45) where T denotes the adjoint with respect to the E n -inner product de ned in (3.9). We have used here the fact that J n is self-adjoint with respect to hh ; ii E n . 16 Next we assert that J n (S n ( ) ) T J n = S n ; (3.46) J n (R n ( ) ) T J n = R n The blocks are operators on H. The operators S n ( ) and R n ( ) have an identical block Toeplitz form, except B, R 0 , and R 1 are replaced by their H-adjoints. From consideration of these block matrix representations, the action of J n , and the E n -adjoint, one can verify that (3.46) and (3.47) hold. Thus (3.45) simpli es to hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh (C n ) r n ; R n S n P n ii E n : (3.50) Thus the question arises as to how much S n R n and R n S n di er. Since B, R 0 and R 1 are rational functions of A(q), they commute with each other. This and computations based directly on (3.11) and (3.40) reveal that, for arbitrary g 2 H n , These results may also be obtained directly from the matrix representations (3.48) and (3.49).
Thus the commutator E n def = S n R n ? R n S n is given by E n g] k = hR 1 ( ?B k g 0 for 0 k n ? 1; P n?1 j=1 B n?j g j for k = n: (3.51) Equation (3.51) holds for any g 2 H n . In the case of present interest, namely (3.50), the role of g is played by P n , and P n ] 0 = 0. Thus from (3.50) and (3.51), we have hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh (C n ) r n ; S n R n P n ii E n (3.52) ?h 2 D (C n ) r n ] n ; R 1
But the observation points i are all less than t F and yet occur at mesh points | see the discussion leading up to (3.30). Thus (C n ) r n ] n = 0, and the last term in this equation drops out. Also, since S n R n P n ] 0 = 0 and (C n ) r n ] n = 0, we obtain from condition (e) hh y n ; P n ii H n = hh (C n ) r n ; W n S n R n P n ii E n (3.53)
= hh (C n ) r n ; S n R n P n ii H n = hh r n ; C n S n R n P n ii Z :
Combining this with (3.42) yields (3.43).
Now, kr n ?rk Z = O(jhj 2 ) by Theorem 1. And by reasoning similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, since is smooth, we also have kS n R n P n ?P n S k H n = O(jhj 2 ). Consequently, the right side of (3.43) may be replaced by hh r; C n P n S ii Z to within second-order. Using this, the de nition of E 2 in (3.23) and the fact that hh y; ii H = hh r; CS ii H n , we nd that E 2 = hh r; C n P n S ii Z ? hh r; CS ii Z + O(jhj 2 ):
Now the result follows from assumption (A6). A result similar to Theorem 5 can be obtained for certain fourth-order methods (including Runge-Kutta) on a uniform mesh, provided that the forcing function f is zero at t = 0 and provided that appropriate quadrature weights are chosen. Surprisingly, these weights correspond to second order quadrature rather than fourth order. Theorem 6. Assume that the forcing term f satis es f(0) = 0, and that R ?1 g n?1 + R 0 g n for k = n: (3.54) Note that f R n 6 = R n (because (A3) is satis ed by R n and not necessarily by f R n ), but that ( f R n ?R n )(C n ) r n = 0 in H n by (c). Therefore we may replace R n by f R n in (3.26). Since the block matrix representation of f R n is Toeplitz, by following reasoning similar to that leading to (3.50) in the proof of Theorem 5 we obtain hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh (C n ) r n ; f R n S n P n ii E n ; (3.55) As in the proof of Theorem 5, we now consider the extent to which f R n and S n fail to commute. Our goal here is to show that E n P n = O(h 4 ), where E n def = f R n S n ? S n R n :
Then we may invoke reasoning similar to that in and following (3.52).
With f E n def = f R n S n ? S n f R n ;
we have E n = f E n + S n ( f R n ? R n ):
(3.56) From (3.11), (3.54) and the fact that (0) = 0, we nd after lengthy but straightforward computations that for 0 k n ? 2 f E n P n ] k = hB k R 2 (t n 1 ):
Also, from the de nitions of S n , R n and f R n and from (A3), we nd that for 1 k n, S n ( f R n ? R n )P n ] k = hB k? But f(0) = 0 by hypothesis, so that u 0 (0) = 0 = 0 (0), which means that (t) = t 2 00 (0)=2. Also, (t n 1 ) and (t n 2 ) can be replaced by (t n 1 ), and (t n 2 ), respectively, to within third-order accuracy in (3.58 By arguments similar to those used to obtain (3.55), we nd that hh y n ; P n ii H n = hh (C n ) r n ; f R n S n W n Simp P n ii E n ;
where f R n is as in (3.54 W n = h diag(1=2; 1; 1; : : : ; 1; 1=2): We shall show that kṽ ? vk H n = O(h 2 ), which implies that hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh (C n ) r n ; f R n S n P n ii E n + O(h 2 ):
We show by induction that kṽ ? vk H n = O(h 2 ). We note rst thatṽ 0 = v 0 . So we assume that for some k 1 we haveṽ k?1 = v k?1 + O(h 2 ). We note from (3.11) that for any k = 1; : : :; n ? 1 (3.59 ) to obtain hh y n ; P n ii H n = hhh (C n ) r n ; S n f R n P n ii E n + O(h 2 ): (3.62)
Next we turn our attention to (C n ) r n def = g. Referring to (3. ! dx:
In our implementation, the integrals on the left side of this this equation are encoded exactly, and the ones on the right side are approximated using the trapezoid rule. We report results below for six numerical experiments. In each of these, N = 3. Thus H is the subspace of L 2 (0; 1) consisting of continuous functions on 0; 1] which equal zero at the endpoints and which are piecewise linear with interior nodes at x 1 = 1=4; x 2 = 1=2 and x 3 = 3=4. One of the experiments is an example of \continuous time observations", and the rest are based on \discrete time observations". In each of these cases, the spatial observation operator C, as in (3.27) , is the same. It is de ned as pointwise evaluation of functions in H at the points x = 1=3 and x = 2=3.
The function q(x) and the perturbations p(x) are represented as linear splines on the mesh (N = 3) described above. Perturbations p are elements of H; speci cally, they are zero at the endpoints and can vary at any of the x i ; i = 1; 2; 3. and f(t) = ff(x i ; t)g 3 i=1 .
The \data" z are generated by carrying out the approximations as outlined above, with q(x) = 1 + 1 5 e ?20(x?1=3) 2 approximated by its linear spline interpolate. The source term f(x; t) is chosen so that the solution of u(x; t) of (1.2) is u(x; t) = x(1 ? x)te ?t . Then the directional derivatives (2.3) and their approximations (3.4) are investigated based on q(x) 1.
Three of the experiments are based on non-uniform meshes t n . To explain how these meshes are generated, it is su cient that we explain how the vectors fh k g are generated.
To highlight the dependence on n here we denote these vectors by h (n) , and the individual h-values by h (n) k . To generate non-uniform h (n) we begin with a given n and create a uniform mesh by setting h (n) k t F =n. Then with a given \mesh ratio" r satisfying 0 < r < 1, the \mesh re nement scheme" for generating h (2n) from h (n) is h (2n) 2k?1 = (1 ? r)h (n) k ; h (2n) 2k = rh (n) k for k = 1; : : : ; n. The choice r = 1=2 yields re ned meshes which are each uniform. This is clearly not true for any other choice of r. We examine the convergence properties of costate approximations using four di erent time-marching schemes in (3.2). For the state equation (2.2), these methods are:
